Garage
Organization
Hardware kit
I N S P I R AT I O N A L G U I D E

Not all our garages will serve as the first
stop of a company like Apple, Disney or even
Harley Davidson, but we would all love our
garages to function better for us every day.
Whether your space is a convenient place to
park a car or more likely a place to store all
your stuff, a garage plays a central place in
each homeowner’s experience.

park inside again

™

Remove the clutter and utilize more wall space
to create more room in your garage

More than 25% of people can’t park in their garages and more than 33% homeowner’s can only pull one
car in because of the other uses they have for their garage. Additionally, the recent pandemic changed
attitudes across the country about what a garage can be used for and it opened people’s eyes to the
opportunity to have their own personal gym, home office, etc.
Unfortunately, you can’t really enjoy these alternative uses unless you remove the clutter and use your
wall space in the most efficient way possible. That is where this kit comes into play. Every garage is
different and every homeowner has different clutter they want to tame, so we can’t give you a map of
the perfect garage, but we can give you some pointers along the way.
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Tips for organizing your garage
make a garage storage list
Your list could include sports equipment, seasonal items,
back-up storage items for home necessities, tools, garden
items, wheelbarrows and lawnmowers.

create a rough map of your garage
We aren’t asking you to take up architecture or learn
a new software, just sketch the general shape of the garage.
Add any doors or windows or any mechanical items in
your garage that take up space you can’t use for storage.

add categories to your garage map
Use your own logic for what is most useful. Is it helpful to have
bikes by the garage door or the side door? Do you want to
keep helmets with the bikes or with the other sports equipment?
Maybe you want to store all seasonal decorations together or in
different places based on the occasion? This is the step that
often takes the most time.

determine your storage needs
Now that you have your blueprint, you need to look at each
category and assess what is the best way to organize them.
Bikes make more sense hanging from the walls or the ceiling
than they do leaning somewhere. Hooks, clips and other wall
attachments can allow you to hang tools, mops, brooms and
racks in places that are easy to access each time.
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SHOW US YOUR PROJECT
Share your finished project on social media using #MadeXMe
for a chance to be featured or win another Made by Me™ box.
@nationalhrdware

For more information, visit us at:

www.national-hardware.com/madexme
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